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SELECTED CATALOGUE

Up River   $1800
oil on canvas

Sam Hauritz   $1200 
oil on canvas                      

Bloodwood Ridge  $3800
oil on canvas 

The Passing   $2400
oil on canvas                                
                   
Seven Spanish Chillies in a bowl out in the sun  
oil on canvas   $2200

One night in a country town $1200
oil on canvas                

Mahogany Haze  $2400
oil on canvas  

Bush Walk   $1200
oil on canvas                                          

 

Bush Walk oil on canvas 

Rod in his studio



“A collection of works in a celebration of colour, 
        from a grand glimpse of time.”

Rod Spicer’s contemporary works encapsulate the light, beauty and mood of the Australian landscape. 
Reminiscent of Streeton or McCubbin, the canvases of lush paint, fluid brushstrokes and striking colour evoke 
admiration and awe of our natural landscape. Rod’s mastery of his medium is evident with bold use of colour, 
capturing the mood and light of the changing times and seasons. Spicer’s works transcend time and explore the 
mythology of landscape, often stirring sensations and emotions in the viewer. Out of the Blue is set to celebrate 
colour in a suite of new works, exploring past themes and embracing new aspects of Rod’s oeuvre. 

Rod has lived in the Manning Valley for many years and is well known for his beautiful paintings of the local 
area, from the bush to the coast. Exhibiting regularly in the Hunter Valley and Sydney, his works are included 
in many private and corporate collections.
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